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Digital signal processing (DSP) often appears as a main component of specialized embedded
systems, like radio base stations in the field of telecommunications. In such systems several dis-
crete steps of DSP transforms are composed into applications to perform a complete function,
simultaneously handling multiple flows of data with similar chains of processing configured
dynamically and individually. Specifications for DSP systems are often written in a style that
emphasizes a compositional style, and algorithms are described by themselves and their dif-
ferent configuration-dependent compositions in different documents. It is the responsibility of
the application developer to assemble the different parts into a complete application. The ma-
jority of this problem consists of designing the interaction of the parts in the processing chain.
Properties of the interaction include method of data transfer, data format, and spatial locality.
DSP algorithms or kernels within the system can be already efficiently described in Feldspar
[4], a high-level domain-specific language, but currently there is no solution to describe their
interaction and orchestration. As an attempt to fill this gap we propose an extension to Feldspar
to address these problems. In practice DSP systems are essentially real-time domain-specific
embedded systems with strict constraints on both resource usage and execution time. Our re-
cent work, which is being carried out as part of a joint research project of Ericsson Research,
Chalmers University of Technology (Gothenburg, Sweden), and Eötvös Loránd University (Bu-
dapest, Hungary), focuses on providing language and compiler support for scheduling multi-
ply running instances of connected DSP kernels in different configurations with deadlines and
providing resources for them in an embedded DSP environment. We present a potential design
of such systems in a domain-specific style which is supported by efficient and reliable compi-
lation techniques as we have learned in case of Feldspar [5] [6] and as others have shown for
generic operating systems [3]. Our goal is to propose a design and a prototype implementation
for the required language extensions and their compilation to C.
We have been modeling the current design flow at Ericsson in C, and have also been ex-
perimenting with using a notation similar to Haskell Arrows [1] in combination with elements
of Functional Reactive Programming [2]. This paper presents the results of our experiments
supported by case studies and examples in describing parts of radio base stations. The results
can be used in future studies on how to design and implement a system-level layer above the
current data-flow layer represented by Feldspar.
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